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Dear valued dealer, 
 
As we move into the fall selling season, I am sure you definitely can say that this has been one 
of the strongest markets in our industry.  The growth has been amazing but has come with 
pandemic driven supply chain challenges along the way.  The purpose of this letter to update 
you on a few items as we head into 2021. 
 
We understand that the majority of your inventory is depleted.  We are doing everything we 
can to maintain and increase our production capacity while maintaining the high quality of our 
product offering.  We have increased our quality control protocols at the factory and have 
received many calls and emails about how happy your customers and you, the dealer, are with 
our quality.   
 
Xtreme Outdoors has so far been very fortunate navigating through the supply chain issues with 
our suppliers.  As of this letter, however, we are running into backorders on our awnings.  This 
will only have an effect on the Max orders.  The awnings on the Max will not be available until 
further notice.  We anticipate this shortage to be short lived.  The good news is that the 
awnings can be installed aftermarket when they become available.  All of the units will be pre-
wired for aftermarket installation.  Our technical support department will be happy to offer 
your service departments whatever assistance they need to install the awnings.  The direct 
number to our support is (814)701-4884.  If you currently have awnings on your orders, you will 
not be invoiced for them if they are not on your units.  Once they become available, you can 
order them through our parts department at parts@goxtoutdoors.com.   
 
As of today, our production schedule is already into June 2021. To increase our capacity, 
Xtreme Outdoors has made the decision to expand our plant size. This will allow us to increase 
the production of Max and the Mini Max and also produce the re-launched MyPod and the new 
Micro Max. We anticipate being in production with the Micro Max for spring deliveries. We will 
send you more information as it becomes available. The MyPod is moving along and we will 
start a soft roll out soon and hope to have more capacity with this new expansion in the spring. 
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As you undoubtedly know, supply chain and other pandemic related production issues have 
caused a significant increase in production costs. We have so far absorbed all the increased 
expenses ourselves. Going forward, we will be implementing a small price increase on the units 
to help us get partially reimbursed for the cost increases. All units that come offline on or after 
January 1st, 2021 will see this increase. The new pricing is attached to this correspondence. If 
you have a pre-sold unit and can provide us proof of the sale, we will honor the current pricing. 

We would also like to let you know that you are more than welcome to schedule your own 
shipping once your trailers come offline. We broker this service out amongst multiple shipping 
carriers but if you can find a better rate you are more than welcome to do so. 

In conclusion, we want to thank you for your continued support. Xtreme Outdoors values our 
relationship and partnership and we look forward to growing this even stronger into 2021. We 
are very excited about the new year with our new product offerings, expansion at the plant and 
continued high quality. 

 

Sincerely, 

The Team at Xtreme Outdoors 


